The author, a well-known scientist in the area of rheology of dispersed phases, has organized "Rheology of particulate dispersions and composites' in six larger entities containing in total 16 Chapters and four Appendixes. The six parts are adding complexity step by step starting out from an (1) Introduction, (2) Rheology of dispersion of rigid particles, (3) Rheology of dispersion of non-rigid particles, to (4) Rheology of composites, and finally (5) Linear viscoelasticity of particulate dispersions and composites. Each part features two to five chapters, which break down the individual topic into smaller subtopics.
The introduction part of the book briefly reviews the relevance of particulate systems in various applications from ceramics to geological flow, providing a short course in basic fluid mechanical concepts, and introducing a general constitutive equation for the bulk stresses in shear materials. A detailed discussion of the constitutive equation will follow the reader through the next eight chapters: Adapted to the individual particulate system this outline conveys the underlying concept as well as the differences in e.g. solid spheres and capsules with soft or rigid shells. So dispersion of spherical, non-spherical, magnetic spherical and non-spherical rigid particles (classical suspension-like dispersions) are treated before non-rigid particles are discussed. In those chapters, soft deformable solid particles, droplets (classical emulsions), foams, capsules as well as core-shell particles are introduced. Alongside the corresponding constitutive equation, the flow behavior of those dispersions is presented in graphs displaying the intrinsic viscosity and normal stresses. This well-designed layout allows the reader to understand the influence of e.g. particle porosity, shape, charge, external magnetic field, viscosity ratio, interfacial rheological properties of stabilizing surfactant films in bubbles, and capsule membrane properties on the macroscopic flow response measure in a rheometric flow cell.
In the following chapters on the rheology of particulate composites and fiber-reinforced com posites (Part 4) the obtained knowledge is used to discuss mainly elastic and particle orientation properties in composite materials often used in engineering and technology. As far as possible, the concept of presenting relevant constitutive equations combined with corresponding rheological response functions is kept in this and the final part of the book. Part 5 itself addresses the linear viscoelasticity of soft particles and emulsion droplets as well as particulate composite materials. In particular, the chapter on soft deformable particles and droplets features numerous frequency sweep plots showing nicely the influence of the particle properties on the overall viscoelastic features. Readers of "Rheology of particulate dispersions and composites" will require basic knowledge on the mathematical formalism used in transport phenomena classes to appreciate the clear concept and logical depth of the book. pf for AR Bibliography: Rheology of particulate dispersions and composites Rajinder Pal Surfactant Science Series Volume 136 CRC Press, Boca Raton, 2007 13-978-1-57444-520-6 140 Euro DOI: 10.1515/arh-2011-0004
